
Echo Eternal Project: Finham Park School

Echo Eternal program of events - Summer and Autumn terms 2019

What is Echo Eternal?

Echo Eternal is a commemorative arts, media and civic engagement project, that has seen 14 Birmingham and Coventry schools

gifted one of the 112 UK Holocaust survivor’s stories filmed by Natasha Kaplinsky for the UK Holocaust Memorial Foundation. Launched

in Birmingham on Holocaust Memorial Day January 2018, 14 schools have worked with artists to create ‘echoes’ to ensure that these

stories are forever remembered. Echo Eternal will run for a further 2 years across the West Midlands before being launched on a
national level.

http://echoeternal.uk/



Echo Eternal Project – Finham Park School

See below images of Emily Robertson working with our Echo Eternal student group in April and May 2019 and drone film stills taken by 

the drone pilot during our filming day on 6th July 2019.  

Six schools in Coventry joined the Echo Eternal Program in February 2019. Finham Park School have pledged and committed to 
the Echo Eternal project 2019/2020 and beyond. We are the second West Midlands city to participate nationally in this project. 
Finham Park School has been gifted the Holocaust survivor  testimony of Ruth David.

Up to 85 students have been engaged in this project to date. In the Summer term 2019 thirty Finham Park School students from 
different age ranges selected from year 8 to year 12 worked with Sprung Artist Emily Robertson over 4 artist residency days that
took place in May 2019. They created a piece of physical theatre titled ‘Life Lines’ this composition was created and developed 
in direct response to Ruth David’s testimony and linked case studies.

The working group performed the choreographed composition in front of a live audience in our theatre on the 21st of May. 
Then the group worked with a recording crew to create a film at Finham Park school inspired by elements of the performance 

work our students created with performance artist Emily Robertson.



Finham Park Schools filmed performance inspired by Ruth 
David’s Testimony. 

May – July 2019
The film you are just about to see was a piece of physical theatre created by a group of Finham
Park Students in collaboration with Highly Sprung performance company – this film was created in 
direct response to Ruth David’s Testimony gifted to Finham Park School in 2019 – The Film is titled 
‘Lifelines’ 

Ruth created the term Life lines - this is a direct reference to the letters Ruth received from her parents 
during her time as a refugee from 1939 after her she travelled from Germany to the U.K. on the kinder 

transport. https://vimeo.com/350636741/ce09e32b61

Ruth David

https://vimeo.com/350636741/ce09e32b61


Working with other schools and listening to genocide survivor testimonies.

Echo Eternal – testimony sharing event at Barr’s Hill School, Coventry. 

In July 2019 nine students attended a film sharing at Barrs Hill school Coventry and listened to a 1 hour and 30 minute 
live testimony delivered by Holocaust survivor Harry Olmer.  

Echo Eternal - Rwanda workshops – September 2019.

CORE Education Trust project leader Cathy O’Driscoll invited three of our students from Finham Park School to attend

two Rwanda workshops on 05th and the 19th of September 2019.

Isla Atkins, Iga Jasinska and Mia McCann were selected to attend the Rwanda workshops with Mr. Carribine and Mr.

Radford. They were selected due to the quality of their work and contributions to the Echo Eternal project to date this

year. Each of the girls were extremely well prepared for the workshops as they have all studied the Holocaust and the

Rwandan Genocide through the curriculum areas of History and Religious Education at Finham Park School. They

attended after school sessions to study and prepare for the workshops by reading profiles of three Rwanda survivors.

All three girls have shown great sensibility over the duration of the Echo Eternal project to date and they have shared

insightful commentaries when dealing with very difficult and challenging subject matter. As a result of their mature

and highly respectful approach Iga, Isla and Mia were selected from 35 students who have been involved in the

program at a deeper level.

Rwanda Genocide workshop 1: 05th September 2019.
All three girls attended and engaged in a workshop with Natasha Kaplinsky at the Saatchi M&C building in London where they

learned from Natasha Kaplinsky journalist, presenter and news reader how write organise and pose questions for survivors of genocide

to answer.



Recording studio – Filming Erics testimony.

Rwanda Genocide workshop 2: 19th September 2019.

Iga, Isla and Mia attended a day of interviews in a scheduled recording session in a designated recording studio 
in Camden town, London. The workshop was titled ‘The shoot Day’ A film crew recorded the testimonies of 
three Rwandan Genocide survivors Eric, Chantal and Beatha. 



Echo Eternal - ensemble performance group work

Echo Eternal performance based – Ensemble workshops.
Six Finham Park School students were involved in working with seventeen other students from four

different Coventry schools. They collaborated as a group of Coventry students with Highly Sprung

performance company to create works that respond directly to the echo eternal survivor

testimonies.

Our six dedicated students attended a total of seven after school - evening rehearsal sessions from

the end of November 2019 to January 2020. This group of students from Finham Park School

performed in ther Horizons performance evening at Birmingham Town Hall. This was a significant

and central choreographed piece for the performance. They all attended two full days of

rehearsal in Birmingham late in January 2020 and they performed all creative choreographed

sequences in the Birmingham Town Hall to a live audience on the evening of Tuesday 28th January

2020.

In January 2020 twenty representatives participated in a festival Birmingham and Coventry to share

work from Coventry schools with invited survivors, special guests and the public. Our school has

contribute to the exhibitions taking place at Coventry Cathedral. Finham Park School will be

contributing significant visual, written, spoken and performed pieces during the festival.



Working with a writer in residence

Finham Park School was selected to host the Echo Eternal writer in residence for the spoken word part of the Birmingham Town Hall based

performance. 15 of our students have worked with writer Mandy Ross to create a spoken compositions and spoken word piece. This section of the

performance/ story is titled Stand Together.

The 15 participating Finham Park school students were taken from a selection of History and R.E. student Ambassadors, Art leaders and members of 

the echo eternal student group. The workshops took place over two morning sessions from 9 A.M. to 12 P.M. on Tuesday 26th and Wednesday 27th 

November. All participating students engaged in difficult subject matter in direct response to the Holocaust and Genocide. The writer in residence 

was so impressed by the students and their level of sensitivity in direct response. 

Writer in residence at Finham Park School

Statement from Mandy Ross our writer in residence:

- ‘I was really delighted with the participation and ideas from Finham students and with 

the quality of work they produced. It was great having a mix of ages and different levels 

of knowledge about the Holocaust and genocides more widely. 

……..attaching a 2-minute rhythmic piece for spoken performance, made entirely from 

students’ own ideas and writing.

We started with some experiential work exploring how it feels to be part of a minority or 

majority group, and to be treated differently. This formed the basis of the writing.

The students’ words are rich, layered and heartfelt, and would be good for reflection. If 

it’s possible, I hope they can be printed in a programme or leaflet, so that the audience 

can re-read them, contributing to a lasting legacy from the event’. 



Echo Eternal project writer in residence project.

Exert from the poem our students created with Writer 

in residence Mandy Ross.

[Refrain]
We don’t always see eye to eye,

But standing together,  

Shoulder to shoulder, 

Your hand in mine,   

My heart in yours,

Together we’re different 

In so many beautiful ways.

This exert became a central part of a multi schools performance during the Horizons event at Birmingham Town Hall.

The students at Finham Park school who worked with Mandy Ross worked with the horizons performance composer to 
create and learn the rhythmic sequence that other schools needed to learn. 



Festival week exhibition at Coventry Cathedral.

Echo Eternal Art workshops: Tuesday 26th and Wednesday 27th November 2019.

Finham Park School were invited to create visual art works in response to Ruth David’s Holocaust survivor testimony and story for the Echo Eternal

project. Mr. Radford worked with forty Finham Park student/artists to create a set of three large scale canvas art works for an exhibition that was

held in Coventry Cathedral.

Six Coventry schools worked together to create a number of creative and artistic outcomes for the Echo Eternal project. The art works we

produced were selected and submitted for exhibition and display at Coventry Cathedral over 3 week period from January to February 2020, as

part of a collaborative show of work from Coventry and Birmingham schools in response to Holocaust survivors’ stories. I worked with Nicola

Richardson and Sarah Worth Echo Eternal artistic and performance directors and forty students from of Finham Park. Eight of our student

supported the invigilation of the exhibition at Coventry Cathedral. Our students showed the deputy mayor through the exhibition through the

Cathedral eloquently explaining the context of the work as they guided her through each of the works and Echo Eternal presentations on show.

All artistic outcomes were based on the overarching theme of Darkness to Light. Art workshop ideas and Ideas and key ensemble performance

elements of the Echo Eternal project were all knitted together. Both projects were designed to complement each other. The Cathedral exhibition

and related performances took its audience on the same journey. Both sets of interpretations were produced in very different media. Our

allocated Finham Park School theme was ‘Hope' this works well with our testimony - Ruth David’s story. The artworks produced are a continuation

of the groups learning and feelings from all the workshops completed to date all inspired by our gifted testimony.



Festival week exhibition at Coventry Cathedral.

At Finham Park School, Coventry we have been incredibly lucky to have been gifted the testimony of World 

War 2 Holocaust survivor Ruth David. Ruth David was a German citizen, raised in a Jewish family, who was 

evacuated from Nazi Germany to the United Kingdom via Kinder transport. She spent her later childhood and 

teenage years in the United Kingdom, later going onto University and living out her life. 

One of the ways students from Finham Park School have chosen to represent the testimony of Ruth David, is 

through the form of visual art. We’ve worked in groups to create 3 different canvas’, each representing different 

elements of the war and of Ruth David’s life. We looked at three main elements from Ruth David’s life-, Kinder 

transport, Kristillnacht and communication with refugees and their loved ones back home, a lifeline for children 

like Ruth David.



Art works in direct response to Ruth David’s Testimony.

Title - Brief Regen – (Letter Rain in German)

There are many different aspects to look at concerning our survivor’s testimony but we decided that on this particular canvas we were going to take a look at Kinder

transport, which was what allowed Ruth David to leave the persecution she faced in Nazi Germany. During the war, Kinder transport helped to save 10,000 children

from Adolf’s Hitler’s reign of terror. As a group, we were amazed that, despite crossing countless borders, taking multiple train journeys and ultimately ending up in a

completely new home, some children were still able to exchange letters with their loved ones back home. This wasn’t always guaranteed, but it was still a miraculous

achievement. The focal point of our depiction, a young girl, separated from her family and thrust into the unknown environment of a new life, a faceless women stuck

in the depths of Nazi Germany, could be interpreted as a mother and daughter, separated by war but who were able to stay in contact through letters. However, our

piece is not just representative of Jewish children put on Kinder transport. We wanted to represent the separation of children from their parents in all wars and the dark

times these children would inevitably face. The children’s peering eyes, laced with hope, represent the vast number of children separated from their family,

desperately wishing for the return of normality. During these dark times, some children were lucky enough to be able to receive letters from loved ones left behind.

Hopeful eyes, peeking through the letters are a metaphorical representation of the hope children felt when their post was delivered. The slim chance that your parents

have found you, even the shortest letter making your day. That one letter that could have your name written upon the front. Letters from a parent in the post became a

lifeline for kids.

2 metre x 1.4 metres
Mixed media on 
canvas



Art works in direct response to Ruth David’s Testimony.

Art work Title - Reflections 

There are many different aspects to look at concerning our survivors testimony but we decided on this particular canvas to focus Kristallnacht- the night of 

broken glass. On the 9th of November 1938, soldiers and civilians began burning and smashing Jewish-owned stores, buildings and synagogues. Kristallnacht 

got its name from the huge amounts of smashed glass left upon the streets. At least 91 Jews were killed, 267 synagogues and over 7000 Jewish businesses 

were damaged or destroyed and 30,000 Jewish men were arrested. This event signifies the hatred Hitler had installed in his followers for the Jewish people, and 

the danger they faced if they stayed in Germany. We’ve chosen to represent this by creating shards of broken glass. We chose the size of our glass shards, 

changing from small to large to represent the journey Ruth David has had to go on after the war. Inside the glass fragments, we’ve taken key parts of Ruth 

David’s life and sketched them in. We chose the image of a reaching hand to represent reaching for hope, even in the dark times where it would have been 

incredibly difficult to be hopeful.

2 metre x 1.4 metres
Mixed media on canvas



Art works in direct response to Ruth David’s Testimony.

Title - Communication

There are many different aspects to look at concerning our survivors but we decided on this particular canvas to focus on communication with loved ones back

home. We created a large train station- representing the brave journey many people took to get away from Nazi journey, including the survivor we are looking at-

Ruth David. The post box we’ve drawn is a symbol of hope, as some children would receive letters from their family, a huge boost to a child alone and starting a

new life. We’ve chosen to draw some letters and to write on them to show their importance to children. Different networks were brought together to help in their

individual ways, contributing to helping those in need. Organisations such as the postal service, train services and parents adopting children in the UK all

helped. As a group we were amazed by the huge global scale of this operation.bb

2 metre x 1.4 metres
Mixed media on canvas


